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ABSTRACT 

 
Context. With the rapid development of mobile devices, mobile applications have occupied an             
increasingly large market. Software testing is an important factor in ensuring software quality [59]. In               
order to develop high-quality mobile applications, software companies are increasingly paying           
attention to mobile application testing. We found that there are relatively few studies on mobile               
application testing methods and tools in the real industry, and this direction of research has been very                 
helpful for some software companies' mobile application testing, so we chose this direction for              
exploratory research. 
Objectives. The purpose of our research is to investigate the software company's field of mobile               
application testing. We mainly study the methods and tools of mobile application testing that are now                
popular in enterprises, the challenges faced by mobile application testing in software companies and              
how they solve challenges. 
Method. We used two methods to answer our research questions. We chose literature review and               
survey as research methods. The literature review method gives us an insight into the areas of                
expertise and mobile testing. Survey is used to answer our research questions. Our data collection               
method is the questionnaire survey method. When we completed the data collection, we performed              
statistics and analysis on the data and answered our research questions. 
Result. Through the literature review method, we summarize the methods and tools for mobile              
application testing in the literature. By sending 46 surveys to different software companies, we              
analyzed and analyzed the methods and tools for mobile application testing that are popular in the                
enterprise and the reasons for choosing these methods. We also listed the company's mobile              
application testing. Challenges and solutions encountered. 
Conclusions. We answered all the research questions. We analyzed the feedback from 46             
questionnaires and got information about mobile application testing. We read a lot of literature and               
summarized the relevant conclusions in the literature. Our findings can help people in related fields,               
and we can provide them with 46 data and analysis results. We can also provide mobile application                 
methods and tools that are popular among readers in the enterprise. 
 
Keywords: Mobile Application Testing, test practice, test techniques, testing challenges.  
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1 INTRODUCTION 
Software testing is a very fundamental and important part of software engineering [21].             

Software testing is a process of comparing expected output to actual output. Software testing includes               
all aspects of testing to identify software security, reliability, correctness, and quality. 
In this paper, we will examine the tests in mobile applications. Mobile apps here refers to the native                  
and web application in mobile devices. Mobile software testing is very different from traditional              
software testing. How to test and develop mobile applications is a challenge that needs to be                
solved[28]. We will investigate the following three aspects of mobile software testing from historical              
literature and from actual surveys of companies: 

● How mobile software is tested. 
● What are the challenges of mobile software testing? 
● How do companies respond to these challenges? 

 
The development of mobile network technology and the popularity of the internet have led to               

a rapid increase in the number of smart mobile devices and mobile application. In smart mobile                
devices, smartphones play an important role. Mobile phone shipments are very large. According to              
data released by IDC[5][20] in February, the total global smartphone shipments in 2017 reached 1.463               
billion units. Data shows that Android's market share is 85.1%, iOS market share is 14.4%, and other                 
mobile phones systems including windows phone, blackberry account for 0.1% of the market. At the               
same time, the number of mobile application is even larger. According to[6], the author statistics the                
number of global mobile app downloads in 2017 was 178.1 billion and is expected to reach 258.2                 
billion in 2022. In two of the world's leading app stores, Android and iOS [7], google play has                  
2.8millions apps, and the app store has 2.2millions apps. 

 
The huge amount of mobile devices and the rapid growth of mobile application have made               

people's demand for mobile application higher, making the application more complex. We believe that              
mobile application testing plays an important role in the application development process. 

 
In the field of mobile application testing, we found that, on the one hand, compared with the                 

number of traditional software test articles, the number of software test articles related to mobile               
applications is relatively small, and after we read a lot of related papers, we found that research on                  
mobile application software testing has less survey and analysis in industry and companies; On the               
other hand, some of the mobile software testing methods actually used in some industries have stayed                
in the survey a few years ago. We want to analyze and summarize the current mainstream mobile                 
software testing techniques through research literature and online and offline questionnaires. 

 
We briefly summarized the difference between traditional software testing and mobile           

software testing:  
1. Since mobile applications are usually software developed for a type of operating system              

(eg: software development for Android or software development for IOS systems), the developed             
mobile application must be able to adapt to different mobile phone display sizes, processing              
Performance, battery life. And for different brands of mobile phones, the operating system is also               
different (eg: Smartisan OS is based on Android deep customization mobile operating system. HTC              
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independently developed Sense, is a smartphone system based on Android system development) so             
mobile applications are also Need to adapt to multiple different operating systems.  

2. Since the phone generally supports multiple input methods, the application should support             
multiple inputs (keyboard, voice, fingerprint recognition, etc.).  

3. Since mobile devices support multiple networks (2G, 3G, 4G, Wi-Fi), mobile applications             
need to work properly in different network environments.  

4. Due to the variety of mobile devices, it is necessary to use a large number of virtual                  
machines for simulation testing when testing software, in order to reduce costs.[30]  

5. Develop and test mobile applications need to adapt to changes in the operating              
environment, (eg: applications running on smartphones may be affected by events such as location              
changes, phone calls, network changes, etc.) [31]  

6. According to Amalfitano et al [30]. contextual awareness research on mobile applications,             
where the context represents the overall environment that the application can perceive and adjusts and               
responds to the environment. This is also very important in mobile app testing.  

 
And in our reading of articles, in the article [30], the authors believe that mobile applications                

have the following characteristics over traditional applications: 
Mobile connectivity, mobile device resource limitations, autonomy, new GUIs, adaptability and high            
reliance on sensors. 
 

The author believes that these features will make mobile applications have different test             
methods and challenges. From the test process, software structure and functional test, unit test and               
other types of tests such as memory and endurance test, the paper explain in detail how the test is                   
carried out and the risks and challenges that the test will encounter. While clarifying the challenges                
and research, the author also mentions several tools and techniques that the author believes can be                
used. For example, in the GUI test, the article mentioned using the android monkey tool for testing.                 
These have provided us with good information and reference. 

 
In the article[27], in addition to the above mentioned tests it also mentioned the laboratory               

testing, interrupt testing, installation testing, etc.the author mentioned the interrupt test, such as when              
the battery is removed, incoming and outcoming SNS, The author believes that mobile applications              
should be able to handle the priority and multithreading between applications. This gives us some new                
ideas. In the chapter challenge in the mobile application, the authors argue that the main problem with                 
mobile software testing is the diversity of mobile devices along with a variety of screen sizes, screen                 
resolutions, memory sizes, and support for the network. Secondly, the software needs to adapt to a                
variety of systems, which also has different requirements for testing. 

 
In the article[29], the author proposed two important mobile testing concepts, one is to use               

real machine testing: use real equipment testing to ensure that the software meets the most diverse                
mobile devices. The second is test in the wild: in the real environment to simulate the various                 
situations that the software may encounter, such as network connection problems in different places or               
the impact of GPS on the software. The authors believe that such tests are difficult to simulate using a                   
simulator. 
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Some of the above articles mentioned the difference between mobile software testing and             
traditional software testing, and some of the more detailed description of the software testing process               
and the challenges of mobile application testing. But we think they have the same problem: 

1 Outdated. When we look for related papers, many new and valuable papers are concentrated               
in 2010 and 2011. Although only a few years have passed, I think that new software is needed in                   
today's fast-changing technology. The study of the test is the latest reference. 

2 The above-mentioned articles rarely mention used test techniques or tools, and the             
mentioned tools are passed along without detailed pros and cons. Some of the testing techniques are                
mentioned in the article [26] but lack relevant data and literature support. 

3 The most important thing is that these papers are discussing theories. There are no data or                 
survey results to analyze whether these methods and theories are applicable in industry and whether               
they can be realized in actual companies. 

In [28], the authors argue that the challenge of mobile testing is that we need to make                 
trade-offs in mobile software testing methods and techniques to ensure that our mobile software meets               
the quality levels expected by users. 

 
So we want to use the literature found in the literature review combined with our survey of                 

actual companies to generate a new mobile software testing study that combines the actual industrial               
conditions. This research includes methods, techniques, tools for mobile software testing, and the             
challenges facing the industry. 

 
The rest of the paper is structured as follows. In section 2, we present the related works, In                  

section 3, we talk about the methodology we used and how we executed them. In section 4, we present                   
the result and analysis of the research question. In section 5, we discuss the limitations and validity of                  
our thesis. Section 6 is a discussion, Finally, in section 7 we present the conclusion and future work.  
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2 RELATED WORK  

2.1 Software testing method  
We conducted research on mobile app testing in two ways: First, the test method of the                

mobile app. Second, test the test methods and tools commonly used in mobile apps in software                
companies. We learn from others in these two areas and learn about mobile app testing. 

2.2 Important mobile application test techniques and tools 
We read a lot of thesis on mobile application testing and found many methods and tools for 

mobile application testing. The following are the conclusions mentioned in these thesis. 
● White-box testing 

The white box test is to find out the problems inside the program by testing the source code of the                    
program. White-box testing includes different types of tests, such as memory testing, code coverage              
testing, mutation testing, pointer testing, and more[11]. White box test can find errors hidden in the                
code, and the test of the code is more thorough. 

● Black-box testing 
The black box test is used to check whether the program function meets the project requirements,                
whether each function can be used normally, whether the data can be correctly received and the result                 
is output correctly. The black box test is primarily for testing the software interface and software                
features. Regardless of the internal structure of the program[12]. 

● Usability testing 
Usability testing is a user-based technology that uses products to find product defects and improve               
user experience quality [8]. This is a very important test in mobile app testing [8]. Usability testing is                  
also one of the important criteria for judging software quality [9]. Usability testing is a big test                 
direction, it requires testers to understand the product well and maintain creative thinking [8]. Testers               
need to be patient and listen to the user's advice and have a good ability to find problems in order to                     
make the product closer to the user's needs and enhance the user experience. Panagiotis T. Koziokas et                 
al. conducted a controlled experiment and study on the usability test of mobile apps. [8] 

● Quality-of-service testing(QoS testing) 
Quality of service(QoS) is the quality that a service provider can provide to its customers. In mobile                 
applications, the performance, reliability, and availability of telecom services are mainly reflected. In             
mobile applications, the impact of the network on the application is more obvious than traditional               
applications. Poor mobile networks, the irrational allocation of applications to network resources can             
greatly affect the user experience. The improvement of QoS testing is very important for mobile               
applications. 

In [14], the authors proposed a variety of methods and tools for QoS, let us have a deeper                  
understanding of QoS. 
Software testing is almost at the beginning of the software, and development requires testing. Whether               
the programmers unit tests their own software after development or have a dedicated test team to test                 
all aspects of the software, these tests are ubiquitous in software development. These are equally               
applicable in mobile software testing, which typically includes test methods, test procedures, test             
tools, and more. 
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Similar to other tests in the literature [29], mobile software testing is usually built as unit                
testing, unit integration testing, system testing, ,and system integration testing. 
In the literature [10], the author mentions that most current research on mobile software testing               
focuses on specific areas such as white box and unit testing for mobile applications; black box testing                 
and GUI testing for mobile applications. This is what we want to study, whether these tests will be                  
used in large numbers in the industry and the challenges of applying these tests. In the article, the                  
author summarizes four testing approaches, including Evolution-based testing, Device-based testing,          
Cloud testing, Crowd-based testing. The mobile testing methods are divided into service testing,             
feature testing, QoS testing, function testing , and Component testing. On the selection of test tools,                
the author provides a table of A comparison of mobile testing tools. The author lists 15 mobile                 
software testing tools and their available scenarios in the table. 

In the article[29], the author proposed two important mobile testing concepts, one is to use               
real machine testing: use real equipment testing to ensure that the software meets the most diverse                
mobile devices. The second is test in the wild: in the real environment to simulate the various                 
situations that the software may encounter, such as network connection problems in different places or               
the impact of GPS on the software. The authors believe that such tests are difficult to simulate using a                   
simulator. 

[68] The author introduced a variety of testing tools and introduced some of their features. For                
example, Appium, Calabash, MonkeyTalk, Sikuli, Silk Test Mobile, Experitest SeeTest, and the like.             
The authors describe whether they can use Real device support, whether they can be Simulator               
support, Last release / Last updated on, License / Cost and Other notes. The authors also compare the                  
popularity of these tools by using search results clicks from well-known online communities on a               
programmer named Stack Overflow. Although this is a very convenient method, it does not provide us                
with conclusive data on the use of the tools, nor can it fully reflect the use of these tools in the                     
enterprise, so we need to study some of the testing tools and study them. Performance in the                 
enterprise. 

[67] The author describes MonkeyTalk as a popular automated test tool for mobile             
applications. MonkeyTalk is an easy-to-use tool that automates real-world, functional interactive           
testing of iOS, Android, Web/HTML5, hybrid and Flex applications. 

[26] The authors introduced the MonkeyRunner tool to run automated functional tests for             
Android applications. MobileTest uses an automated event-based approach to automated black box            
testing of software running on mobile devices. 

These papers introduce us to many mobile software testing tools, but we want to understand               
the use of these tools in the enterprise, so we still need to conduct research and discussion. 

2.3 Mobile application testing challenge 
By reading the paper, we found that the challenges of mobile software testing are mostly due                

to the characteristics of mobile applications. 
In the paper [26], the author divides the challenge into the following categories: 

During the testing process, the authors believe that the test selection and test execution phases will                
encounter challenges. During the test selection phase, the mobile device needs to receive information              
from different input providers, such as users, sensors, connected devices, and the like. This can lead to                 
a high degree of uncertainty in the information that the connected device gets, so a new set of test                   
criteria is needed to provide guidance, but in the author's opinion, the test criteria for context-aware                
input are still missing. During the test execution phase, the author believes that the existing simulator                
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cannot fully simulate the real world situation, such as the simulator can not simulate GPS tracking,                
network changes and other real-life mobile phone features, which seems to the author is the test                
execution phase of the challenge. 

In The Testing Artefacts section, the authors argue that the challenge exists in Structural              
(code-based) or functional (model-based) testing techniques. In the Structural section, the authors            
believe that the use of new programming languages for mobile software to generate new controls and                
data flow diagrams will challenge testing. In the functional part, the authors believe that mobile               
applications need to be executed in a specific environment to cope with the possible conditions of the                 
application in different environments. For example, the author believes that the software can be tested               
in the low battery mode, flight mode, and conference mode of the mobile phone. This is also a                  
challenge for mobile application testing compared to traditional software testing. 

In the Type of testing section, the author believes that memory leaks can prey on limited                
resources and active processes in the Memory and energy testing section, causing application crashes              
or power consumption. The authors mentioned that some development guides explain how to avoid              
memory leaks caused by null pointers, but the test methods and tools for testing this type of                 
vulnerability are still missing. In GUI testing, the authors believe that there are two challenges for                
mobile application testing, 1.whether the test application can display the completed information on             
different devices, and 2.whether the test application can display the information correctly on different              
devices. The author believes this is a very time consuming task and it is important to be able to                   
automate this step. 

In fact, the author also proposed a partial solution to the above challenges by reading the                
paper and his own experience. In the test selection section, the author cited the paper [65] to create                  
different contexts for testing. In the test execution section, the author recommends using the Android               
Robotium open source tool for automated testing and black box testing. In the Structural section, the                
author cites the paper [66], in which the author proposes a structural test method for providing test                 
cases on real devices. In the Functional section, the authors recommend Android robotium and              
MonkeyRunner tools for functional testing of mobile apps. 

In [69], the author mentions that in most scenarios, most applications are tested in the               
emulator rather than in real devices. In the chapter on the challenges in testing mobile applications,                
the author divides the content into three parts, namely A.hardware diversity and complexity             
challenges, B.Software Platform diversity and software complexity challenges, C. Testing Mobile           
Application on Emulators. In Part A, the authors believe that different phones have different              
configurations and shapes, which may have a greater impact on the performance, security and ease of                
use of the application. Various handsets are built around a wide variety of processors, with a large                 
number of different memories, and screens of different sizes, running at different resolutions and in               
different directions (horizontal, vertical or both). Increasingly complex phone configurations have           
made it harder to test. Mobile phones include Bluetooth, radio, camera, and even accelerometer, as               
well as a variety of input devices such as touch screens and keyboards. The combination of different                 
interactions and operating systems has made it necessary for us to address compatibility and              
performance issues. In Part B, the author believes that testers need to conduct mobile software testing                
on multiple platforms, such as windows mobile, symbian, android, iphone, etc., and mobile software              
is not only more fragmented than PC, but the change is very fast. The Palm system was very popular                   
five years ago, but it has now disappeared. In Part C, the author believes that the Emulator test is a                    
cost-effective test method compared to real machine testing. Because the real machine test is too               
expensive. In this part of the test environment, the authors believe that using emulator testing can save                 
money, but for example, in geo-based application testing or photo testing, you can't use emulator               
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testing. Emulator testing has its limitations, and the author thinks Testers can't think that they will                
have the same performance in real machines just because they have good performance in the Emulator                
test. The authors believe that testing on real devices is an expensive test, but some tests have to be                   
tested on real devices, such as geo-based testing, network signal-based testing, and so on. The author                
mentions at the end that the author believes that the best test solution is to use the emulator test in the                     
initial stage of the test and the real device test method in the final stage of the test. 

The author even gives the automation unit test code template on the Android platform,              
windows phone platform, and ios platform in the article, let us have a more specific understanding of                 
mobile software testing. The three aspects of the mobile software testing mentioned in the article               
provide guidance on the direction of our follow-up questionnaire. 

In the paper [70], there are several reasons for the challenges and limitations of mobile               
software testing in the industry: 

1.The level of test management is not high enough. The author believes that the software               
management industry needs advanced enterprise management skills, but from the perspective of the             
author's observation, the mobile software testing industry lacks such management ideas. 

2. There is not enough technical support. Although the mobile Internet software industry is              
developing rapidly, the author believes that the development of mobile software testing is slow, and               
there is no good solution for testing such as security testing and compatibility testing. 

3. The technical level of the testers is low. Testers do not have sufficient technical level to                 
ensure the perfection of the test. 
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3 METHODOLOGY  

3.1 Research aim and objectives  
Our goal is to investigate the software company's situation in the mobile testing arena. We               

will use literatures review and survey methods to summarize and analyze the latest mobile application               
testing related information. Through literature research on mobile application testing and research on             
46 software companies, we will achieve the following goals: 

● Find popular methods and tools for mobile testing through literature research and surveys of              
software companies. ( RQ1.1) 

● Understand why software companies use these methods and tools. ( RQ1.2) 
● Understand the challenges of mobile application testing encountered in software companies. (            

RQ2) 
● Understand what software companies do to address these challenges. ( RQ3) 

 

3.2 Research question  
RQ1: How do mobile applications be tested in the industry? 
Our goal is to study mobile application testing. According to statistics[6], global mobile app              

downloads are expected to reach 25.82 billion by 2022. As a result, there is a huge demand for mobile                   
devices and mobile applications require better mobile application testing tools [44]. To ensure             
software quality, testing is a key part of the software creation lifecycle. And now there are more and                  
more mobile application testing tools. Therefore, we hope to understand the popular mobile             
application testing in the enterprise,and provide methods and assistance to readers or enterprises by              
investigating the testing situation of multiple software companies. Next ,we will divide into two              
questions to conduct research. 

RQ1.1 What are the popular test techniques and tools for mobile applications testing?  
First, we want to understand the methods and tools that are popular in the field of mobile                 

application testing. The meaning of popular here is what we think is commonly used and widely used.                 
We want to study the testing techniques and tools that are often mentioned or used in the paper and in                    
the industry.We mainly collect data from the literature and a number of software companies and               
analyze the data to finally draw conclusions about the test methods and tools. We will compare the                 
data and get the priority of the methods and tools used to answer our research questions. 

RQ1.2: What drives the choice of testing to use these techniques and tools? 
Second, we want to understand why software companies use these tools and methods, that is,               

the advantages of these methods and tools and where they are suitable for use. Provide advice and                 
help for others using these tools. 

RQ2: What are the challenges in mobile app testing in the industry? 
Through research literature [10] [11] [26], we have learned that the process of mobile              

application testing will encounter many difficulties and challenges. These challenges can lead to             
software testing failures that can lead to software product quality issues. These challenges may be: test                
methods or test tools are not suitable, cost and human resource constraints, test team missing, and so                 
on. We hope to understand the challenges of mobile application testing by investigating software              
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companies and research literature and to analyze the reasons for these challenges. If other testers               
understand the challenges of mobile testing, they may avoid these challenges and improve the quality               
of the software. 

RQ3: How does the company solve these challenges? 
After understanding the challenges that software companies face in mobile testing, study how             

these companies address these challenges and then summarize the issues and methods. When other              
testers face challenges, they can refer to the response of these companies. 

3.3 Research method flow 
We plan to use survey methods and literature review methods to study our goals. Based on the                 

data we collected, we analyzed the software company's mobile application testing and concluded. 
We use a combination of qualitative research and quantitative research to answer research             

questions. We use a literature review approach to gain insight into software testing, mobile application               
testing, and enterprise mobile application testing processes, and to understand the world's popular             
mobile application testing methods and tools. The survey method is the most important step in our                
research. First, we understand the current mobile application testing through the literature, and use the               
qualitative analysis method to analyze the literature to answer part of RQ1.1, RQ1.2, and RQ2. Then                
we investigate some software companies that develop mobile applications. We mainly use the form of               
questionnaires for data collection. We plan to issue questionnaires and collect questionnaires from             
testers or test team managers of 46 software companies. Finally, we used quantitative analysis to               
analyze the questionnaire and answer RQ1.1, RQ1.2, RQ2, and RQ3. 

We learned the knowledge of mobile application through the literature review method and             
then designed our questionnaire. The literature review method is the basis of the investigation method.               
The questions and options of the questionnaire show the results of the literature review method. This                
is the combination process of our two methods. Finally, we analyzed the data using a combination of                 
quantitative analysis and qualitative analysis and answered our RQ1, RQ2, RQ3. 

The picture below is the flow of our research method. 

 

 
   Figure 3.1 Method and RQ 
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3.4 Expected outcome 
Due to the lack of summative papers on the latest mobile application testing, we hope that                

through our summary of the literature and survey of current software companies, we will come up                
with the methods and tools of today's popular mobile application testing and the challenges of mobile                
application testing. 
We will list it as a list: 
1. List the software company background table and the background table of the respondents 
2. List the percentage of popular mobile application testing methods and tools in software companies.               
(RQ1.1) 
2. List the reasons why software companies choose these methods and tools. (RQ1.2) 
3. List the challenges that software companies face in mobile application testing. (RQ2) 
4. List how software companies respond to challenges. (RQ3). 

3.5 literature review 

3.5.1 Description and reasons: 

We use literature review methods to understand the current popular test methods, test tools,              
software company test processes, software company challenges in mobile application testing, and we             
improve our knowledge by learning the literature. We search the literature based on research questions               
and use literature review methods to help us better understand the software company's testing. 

The literature review is a research method that the researcher comprehensive organizes,            
analyzes and evaluates after reading the literature of a certain topic in advance [45]. We use this                 
method for two purposes: 1. Understand the test methods, tools, test procedures, the difference              
between traditional tests and mobile tests in the current mobile test field, the challenges faced by                
software companies, and the qualitative analysis of the literature. And answer the research questions.              
2. Learn and improve our knowledge to help design questionnaires and analyze data. 

The reason we use the literature review method for qualitative analysis is that this method is                
more suitable for our research topic. This method allows us to quickly understand the popular mobile                
app testing methods and techniques, and to define the coverage of the research field. We can                
determine the contribution of our research by comparing it with the literature and help us to ask                 
specific survey questions. And the literature review method makes our research more authoritative, we              
can cite other authors' conclusions to confirm our research and let readers trust our conclusions more. 

The reason we don't use the Systematic Literature Review (SLR) is that this method requires               
too long a time period, and we have a clear scope of research, using a simpler and easier to understand                    
literature review method. The Systematic Literature Review requires more work and is somewhat             
replaceable.[24]For Systematic Mapping study, the reason we don't use it is that it is more suitable for                 
areas lacking primary research and high-quality research papers, that is, relatively blank areas [1].              
However, there are many high-quality papers in our research field, including basic fields and              
advanced fields, so this research method is not suitable for us. 
3.5.2 Steps: 

To know the mobile app testing area in the enterprise, we use the literature review method to                 
answer our research questions. Based on the process of the literature review provided in [19], we                
propose the following steps: 
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1. Select a search topic. We can use the topic to know the research results in this field. We                   
define the topic of RQ1, RQ2, and RQ3. 

The topics are: 
● What are the popular test methods and tools for mobile app testing? 
● Why use these methods and tools? 
● What are the challenges of using these methods and how to solve them? 

Since LR is our important research method, an important way to obtain data, we decided to                
find relevant literature on this topic after determining RQ. Searching for documents we can't search in                
conventional search engines such as Google Baidu etc. because the results searched by conventional              
search engines contain a lot of non-document information. We use the library databases of IEEE,               
Google Scholar and BTH in the selection of professional databases. The advantage of Google Scholar               
is that the amount of information is huge, the literature is comprehensive, and it is easy to check and                   
fill the gap; the advantage of IEEE is that the engineering articles are comprehensive and can be based                  
on Author, Affiliation, Publication, Title Publisher, Supplemental, Items, Conference, Location,          
Standard Status, Standard Type and Index Terms are used to query and constrain the literature, which                
is very convenient for us to screen the literature. BTH's library database is also a comprehensive                
database. According to its statement, we found that it shares data with many schools, journals, and                
even IEEE data. The most important point is that we use the school as a BTH student. The database                   
makes it easy to get free resources and read the full text of the literature. This is very important. In the                     
process of searching the literature, we found that there are many documents that need to pay for the                  
full text, but the database of the school does not have to worry about this. So in summary, we finally                    
chose these three databases for the literature search. 

2. Searching the literature With the right database, we need to define the right keywords to                
find what we need. In our thesis topic, the three RQs are RQ1.1: What are the test methods and tools                    
that test mobile applications popular in the enterprise? RQ1.2: What drives this method? RQ2: What               
are the challenges for mobile application testing in the enterprise? RQ3: How does the company               
address these challenges? Based on the above research questions, our RQ1 keywords should be              
“mobile application”, “test method”, “enterprise”. In RQ2, our keywords are “challenge” and “mobile             
application test” in RQ3. The keyword can be "solution" "challenge", but in the actual search, we do                 
not need to specifically search based on RQ3. When searching for RQ2 related documents, the answer                
of RQ3 is often included. 

In the keyword query method, the author refers to a strategy called "combination of              
keywords" in the article [19]. To support the combination of keywords, multiple databases support the               
"Boolean Operator Command". Boolean operators refer to "and", "or", "not". For example, we want to               
combine test methods with mobile applications. We can use such representations: (test method) AND              
(mobile application). "and" means that the searched document contains all keywords, "or" means that              
the searched document contains any of the keywords, and "not" means that the specific term cannot be                 
included in the document. We use such representations to find filtering information, making             
information filtering more efficient. As shown in Table 3.1. 

 
Table 3.1 Inclusion criteria and exclusion criteria for searching literatures 

Inclusion criteria exclusion 

Literature must be able to read the full text 
 

Literature can’t be able to read the full text 
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The literature should be written in English The literature is not in English 

Literature must be related to RQ Literature is not related to RQ 

The literature needs to be peer-reviewed  Papers are non-peer-reviewed 

Literature related to the mobile testing field Literature is not related to the mobile testing        
field 

 Duplicate literature 

 
3.Gathering, reading and analyzing the literature 
After screening, we began to read and analyze the literature. First, we categorize the collected               

literature by reading the abstract and screen out the literature related to the research questions. Then                
we analyze and extract the research content of the literature. Our aim is to exclude documents that are                  
not relevant to our research topics and fields. Finally, we analyze the research questions and               
conclusions in the literature and record them. We read and record the literature in accordance with the                 
following principles. 

● Researching the literature on mobile application testing and the information and data            
on mobile testing collected in the enterprise is very helpful for our research. 

● We recorded some key sentences and conclusions from the literature as references.            
For example, the importance of software testing, the difference between mobile           
application testing and traditional software testing, the company's process of testing           
mobile applications, and more. 

● Our task is to document the main points in the literature. When we read some               
valuable literature, or read some documents that are helpful in the main point of view               
and overall structure, we can record the main points and structure of the structure by               
recording, for example, we will record The type below, ''Use the survey method to              
study the software test literature'', ''Use the literature review method to study the             
literature on mobile testing''. 

● We will record the author's research conclusions and limitations. 
● We find the gap by reading the literature and analyzing the literature, which is the               

research contribution and direction of our paper. We found that a large number of              
literature on mobile testing belonged to before 2012, and we believe that some of the               
conclusions in these literatures are stale, not real-time. So we have to focus on the               
articles after 2012. We also found that most of the literature research results are not               
based on the company, they do not know the test methods used by the company               
today. Therefore, our direction is the actual situation of software companies in the             
field of mobile testing. 

● We will try to use the conclusions in the literature to answer our research questions,               
such as mobile test methods and tools, software companies face challenges in the             
field of mobile testing. How does the company solve the challenge? 

● We evaluate the literature. We documented the focus of literature research,           
documented the author's thinking activities, we evaluated the source of the literature            
and his citations, and selected more authoritative literature, but ensure that his            
research direction is relevant to our paper. 
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4. Writing the review 
We need to write reviews and summaries of the literature. We need to write about the                

contributions and values of our research and the gaps with other literature. We need to summarize the                 
conclusions of the literature in a short language and use them to answer our research questions. 

After reading and analyzing the literature, we carefully selected a small amount of literature.              
We use a table to count all the literature, which shows the relevant content of the literature, including                  
Title, Author(s), Published, Research area, Keywords, Reference. See Appendix A. In the analysis of              
the results, we finally use the literature to answer our research questions and present them in the form                  
of a table, for example, a mobile test method table, a mobile test tool table. 

3.6 Survey ----Questionnaire 
We chose the survey method to investigate the testing methods of mobile software companies.              

To answer our research questions, we sent questionnaires to 46 mobile software companies and              
conducted surveys. We use the collected questionnaires to analyze the content, test methods, testing              
procedures, testing tools and testing challenges of mobile testing in the enterprise. 
 

3.6.1 Description and Motivation  

Surveys are research methods designed to collect real or historical conditions [2]. This             
method usually requires a large number of research objectives, and the researchers find the law               
according to the goal [3]. “Investigation is a system that collects information from or collects               
information from people to describe, compare or interpret their knowledge, attitudes and behaviors”             
[4]. Questionnaires and interviews are two techniques for collecting data in surveys [32]. We chose to                
use the questionnaire to collect data. 

Our goal is to survey the test methods and tools used in mobile software companies. We can                 
use the questionnaire to collect some mobile application testing methods and processes that are              
commonly used by software companies. Our respondents are testers from 46 software companies, and              
we will send the same questionnaire to each respondent. Based on the valid questionnaires we collect,                
we can find rules based on the collected data to help readers understand the realities of software                 
company testing, as well as software company testing methods and techniques. This helps the reader               
to learn and improve his own test methods. The use of questionnaires used techniques for collecting                
data in surveys [23]. We can get more samples to know which test methods are used, which test tools                   
and techniques are used in the enterprise's mobile application testing, why they are used, and the                
challenges they use. As the questionnaire method can obtain more samples and save costs, it can make                 
the statistics more accurate [23]. It is the most widely used method in various economic and                
commercial surveys[33] . Therefore, we chose the questionnaire method as our quantitative research             
method. 

The reason we do not choose case study is that the goal of case studies is to study specific                   
individuals, companies or situations. The case study is single and detailed. It can only reflect the                
characteristics of the research object in detail, but it does not necessarily reflect the general situation                
in the field[64]. Our research is to study the general situation of a large number of software                 
companies, reflecting the general methods and techniques of the mobile application testing industry.             
Therefore, case studies are not suitable for this study. 

We do not choose the reason for the experimental research,.Experimental research is a             
controlled research method that evaluates the effects it produces on one or more variables through               
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changes in one or more variables. The investigator proposed a hypothesis in advance and then tested it                 
by experimental results [48]. Our research goal is to find the law of the sample, we can not make                   
assumptions about the sample, so this study is not suitable for experimental research. 

3.6.2 Data collection 

We learned about several methods of data collection: questionnaires, telephone interviews,           
Internet gathering information, personal interviews or group management [34]. We choose a            
questionnaire to collect data. The questionnaire survey is to write some relevant questions in the form                
of questions and send them to the respondents to obtain research data. The questionnaire survey               
summarizes the findings by collecting data and then conducting quantitative and qualitative research             
analysis [35]. 

The reason we chose the survey method is: 
● Questionnaire method saves time, cost and manpower [34] [36]. Because of the lack of time               

and cost, the questionnaire survey method is very suitable for our research. 
● The results of the questionnaire survey are easy to quantify [36]. 
● The results of the questionnaire survey facilitate statistical processing and analysis [34]. 
● The questionnaire survey method can conduct large-scale surveys [34] [36], and our research             

questions require more samples to summarize the test methods commonly used by enterprises. 
We know that interviews and experimental methods are also commonly used to collect data.              

The reason we don't choose them is: 
● The interview method obtained a smaller number of samples and the data collected was more               

subjective [37]. But we use the questionnaire to ignore distances and collect more objective              
data. Our research questions need to summarize the test methods or problems that are              
commonly used in the enterprise, so we need a large number of samples to aggregate the data                 
more accurately. Therefore, the interview method is not suitable for our research. 

● The experimental method needs to make assumptions, and we don't understand the current             
state of the software company. Our research is an exploratory study, so we don't choose the                
experimental method. 
 

3.6.2.1 Design questionnaires  
 
When we did the survey, we formulated the following rules: 
(1) Ask specific questions, that is, the content of the question should be specific, do not mention                 
abstract questions, and give reasonable options as much as possible, which reduces the difficulty of               
respondents to answer the questionnaire. For example: What are the mobile application testing             
methods that your company often uses? (multiple choice) 

1. White box test or 2. Black box test 
3. Manual testing or 4. Automated testing 
5. Functional testing or 6. Non-functional testing 

(2) Ask questions that are easy to understand, that is, use simple and easy-to-understand words, and do                 
not use technical terms that the investigator does not understand. 
(3) In order to collect accurate answers, we need to minimize the subjective answers of the                
respondents and try to give the respondents the option to choose. 
(4) To raise an objective question, that is, the attitude of expressing the problem should be objective                 
and not inductive. For example we can't ask questions, most use automated tests, what test method do                 
you use? 
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We first use the literature review method to understand and learn about the current software               
companies in the field of mobile application testing. We designed the questions and options for our                
questionnaire by using a literature review method. Our research was to investigate mobile testing              
methods and tools used in software companies, so we designed complete questionnaires and options              
based on three research questions. First, we investigate the company background of the respondents in               
order to understand the scale of the software company and summarize the rules. Second, we               
investigate the technical background of the respondents in order to understand their testing language              
and abilities. Third, we asked the respondents based on the three RQs to collect the required data. The                  
purpose of the survey was to understand the testing methods and techniques of 46 companies as the                 
basis for our data analysis. See Appendix B for interview questions. 
We need to improve the questionnaire. There are three types of answers, namely open answers, closed                
answers, and mixed answers. An open answer means that the answer to the question does not provide                 
any specific answers, but is filled in by the respondent. A closed answer is to list the main answers to                    
the question, and then the respondent selects one or several answers as their own answers, but not                 
other answers. We choose a hybrid answer, which not only ensures the accuracy of the data but also                  
reduces the difficulty of the respondents' responses, thus improving the response rate. The design of               
the questionnaire is largely dependent on past design experience and knowledge [38]. However, due              
to our lack of technical and work experience, we found other software company testers to help us                 
improve the questionnaire. 

We collect the process of the questionnaire. After we completed the questionnaire, we sent it               
to 46 software companies by email. Select a valid questionnaire for analysis. The benefit of the survey                 
method is that it is not limited by time and place, so we can get multiple copies of data from different                     
respondents. See Appendix B for interview questions. 

 
3.6.2.2 Creating a Questionnaire 
 

After we have designed the questionnaire, we need to email it to the software company staff.                
Because e-mail is different from the paper questionnaire, the respondents can't easily select the answer               
with the pen. In order to facilitate the answer to the questionnaire, we used the “Questionnaire Star                 
App” (a questionnaire app) [40] to create the questionnaire and Send it to the respondent. 

Organize the questionnaire. We created a document that stores all the collected            
questionnaires. In addition, in order to ensure that the data is not lost, we backed up the files. After the                    
investigation, our documents are named after each respondent. 

3.6.3 Sampling method  

In the survey method, the commonly used sampling methods are divided into random             
sampling and non-random sampling [34]. Random sampling requires that each sample is extracted             
with the same probability and can be reproduced. Random sampling is often used when the total                
number is small, and its main feature is to extract one by one from the population. Random sampling                  
can be divided into simple random sampling, systematic sampling, stratified sampling, and cluster             
sampling. Non-random sampling refers to the method by which an investigator draws a sample based               
on his own subjective judgment. Non-random sampling mainly includes occasional sampling,           
subjective sampling, fixed sampling, and snowball sampling. According to our research, our research             
is aimed at software companies, and the number of software companies is too large, and the number of                  
software companies we can contact is limited, so we cannot randomly sample them. Our research               
needs to provide a sample of the software company's test situation and analyze the rules, without                
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considering the probability of choosing these companies. So non-random sampling is more suitable             
for us. Moreover, non-random sampling is simple, low cost, time-saving, and simpler than probability              
sampling in the analysis [39]. 

We chose non-random sampling. Non-random sampling includes convenient sampling,         
subjective sampling, fixed sampling, and snowball sampling. In facilitating sampling, the researchers            
selected the most accessible people as subjects. In subjective sampling, the research object is selected               
according to the needs of the research purpose and the subjective judgment of the researcher.               
Snowball sampling refers to the selection and investigation of several people who meet the needs and                
then let them recommend a few people who meet the requirements, and so on, the sample is getting                  
bigger and bigger like snowballing. The quota sampling is to divide the population to be studied into                 
several groups according to certain characteristics, and then select some samples from each group as               
the research object. In these methods, since our research is more focused on the process of mobile                 
application testing, our goal is the mobile application testing part of the software testing company, so                
we chose the testers we need as the respondents, so we use The method of subjective sampling. 

Our research selected 46 software companies as a sample of our survey and ensured that               
mobile applications were developed in all of the 46 software companies. We selected testers from               
these software companies to answer the questionnaire. Because of our short time and low cost, each                
company only selects one tester to answer the question. In order to ensure the accuracy and reliability                 
of the data, we choose experienced testers as the respondents. There are a total of 46 testers from 46                   
different software companies. We emailed each of them a “Questionnaire Star App” (a survey app)               
[40] and asked them to complete the responses under independent conditions. It takes about 15               
minutes to answer the questionnaire. It took us 1 month to collect all the data. 

3.7 Data Analysis 
Data analysis refers to the process of analyzing a large amount of data collected and               

extracting information and conclusions by using some analytical methods. In practice, data analysis             
can help people make judgments in order to take appropriate action. Data analysis is divided into                
descriptive statistical analysis, exploratory data analysis, and confirmatory data analysis. Among           
them, exploratory data analysis focuses on discovering new features in the data, while confirmatory              
data analysis focuses on proof hypotheses. In our research, we did not understand the software               
company's testing, so we did not make assumptions. Therefore, we choose exploratory data analysis              
methods. We will use quantitative data analysis and qualitative data analysis methods for the collected               
data. The results of qualitative analysis and quantitative analysis are obviously better than simple              
quantitative analysis [1]. We will summarize the rules of the data and answer the research questions. 

 
3.7.1 Qualitative analysis 
 

Qualitative research methods are based on certain theories and experiences to discover certain             
characteristics of things. Qualitative research methods often use the field experience, interviews,            
observations, literature analysis, case studies and other methods to study the target [42]. 

In our study, we used a qualitative analysis to analyze open questions in literature reviews and                
questionnaires. First, when we conduct literature analysis, we will summarize the commonly used             
mobile testing methods and tools mentioned by the authors, and answer our three research questions               
based on the author's experience and theory. This is the use of qualitative analysis to answer our                 
research questions. Second, in our questionnaire, some open questions were set and subjective             
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responses were required by the respondents. 1. The difference between mobile application testing and              
traditional software testing. 2. What are the biggest challenges for mobile app testing? 3. How does                
your company solve the above challenges? We answer RQ2 and RQ3 by summarizing the ideas of                
other testers, using qualitative analysis. 

 
3.7.2 Quantitative analysis 
 

Quantitative research mainly uses observation, experiment, investigation, statistics and other          
methods to study goals in order to obtain objective facts. Quantitative research is mainly based on the                 
actual data obtained from the survey, using methods such as empirical measurement, statistical             
analysis, and model building to summarize the rules of the target. Quantitative analysis is generally               
expressed in terms of numerical percentages, patterns, graphics, and the like. 

In our study, we used questionnaires to collect quantitative data. We divided the three parts to                
show quantitative data: 1. Company background and background of the respondents. 2. Test methods              
and reasons used by the company in the field of mobile application testing. 3. Test tools and reasons                  
used by the company in the field of mobile application testing. In the final quantitative analysis, we                 
show the percentage of the above data, showing by the percentage which methods and tools are used                 
more, and what is the main reason for choosing them. The data is discussed using qualitative analysis.                 
Using qualitative and quantitative analysis will make our results more scientific and accurate and              
achieve the best results [41] [43]. 
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4 RESULTS AND ANALYSIS 
In this section ,we will present RQ results and analysis based on literature review and               

questionnaires. We use the literature review method to answer RQ1.1, RQ1.2, RQ2 and serve as the                
basis for our questionnaire. We used a questionnaire survey to study 46 software companies that               
answered RQ1.1, RQ1.2, RQ2, and RQ3 and analyzed the results. 
In the literature review phase, we use the database IEEE, Google Scholar, BTH library and keywords                
to find the information we need. In the initial search phase, we found a total of 1612 papers, which                   
were further narrowed to 115 according to the screening criteria. paper. By reading the full text and                 
removing duplicate irrelevant papers, we finally screened out 20 important papers. The screening             
process and results are shown below in Figure 4.1: 
 

 
Figure 4.1 

 
Searched literature results 

Database Search words Total 
literature
s 
found 

Candidat
e 
literature
s 

Selected 
literatures 

IEEE ("mobile application*") AND   
("testing*") AND ("challenge*" OR    
"method*" OR “tool*”) 

371 34 9 

Google Scholar allintitle: Mobile application testing 248 42 11 
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BTH Library (TitleCombined:(mobile application))  
AND (TitleCombined:(testing)) AND   
((TitleCombined:(challenge)) OR  
(TitleCombined:(method)) OR  
(TitleCombined:(tool))) 

993 39 8 
 

Table 4.1 

Figure 4.2 
 

 

 

 

At the questionnaire stage. In this survey, a total of 50 questionnaires were collected, and the                
number of valid questionnaires was 46. The basic conditions of the subjects such as academic               
qualifications, majors, years of employment, and job positions are shown in Table 4.2. 

Among them, more than 85% of the surveyed subjects are concentrated in the "undergraduate"              
and "master's" attributes, and our research focuses on the reliability of highly educated personnel. The               
proportion of respondents engaged in software testing related to "less than one year" and "1-3 years"                
is large. The respondents now have a larger proportion of positions in the company as               
“primary/assistant test engineers” and “high test engineers”. The types of test work currently             
conducted by the respondents are well-balanced. “Test Case Design”, “Manual Test”, “Automated            
Test”, and “Test Management” account for 47.83%, 45.65%, 43.48%, and 19.57%, respectively. The             
survey field is now more balanced, and “Web Application Testing”, “Mobile Application Testing             
(Android)”, “Mobile Application Testing (iOS)”, and “Cloud Platform Related Testing” accounted for            
71.74%, 63.04%, and 39.13, respectively. %, 17.39%. 
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From Table 4.2, we conclude that the respondents have higher education, but less work              
experience, concentrated in 1 to 3 years, most of the positions are junior/assistant test engineers, so                
our findings have limitations. The surveyed personnel were evenly distributed in “test case design”,              
“manual test” and “automated test”, which made our survey results more comprehensive. The             
respondents focused on "Web Application Testing", which also reflects the fact that software             
companies now focus more on "Web applications". 

 
Table 4.2: Basic information of respondents 

Feature Number Percentage 

  
Academic qualification 

Specialist 2 4.35% 
Undergraduate 20 43.48% 
Master's degree 20 43.48% 
Doctoral students and   
above 

4 8.7% 

  
Highest  education major 

Software related majors 38 82.61% 
Computer majors other   
than software majors 

4 8.7% 

Electronic communication  
major 

2 4.35% 

Other 2 4.35% 
  
Channel entering the   
software testing field 

Graduation directly  
engaged in testing work 

12 26.09% 

From development to test 24 52.17% 
Change from other   
industries 

8 17.39% 

Engage in testing after    
training 

2 4.35% 

  
Time working on   
software testing 

<1 year 24 52.17% 
1-3 years 16 34.78% 
3-5 years 2 4.35% 
5-10 years 2 4.35% 
More than 10 years 2 4.35% 

  
Position in the company 

Primary / Assistant Test    
Engineer 

32 69.57% 

Senior Test Engineer 7 15.22% 
Test department manager 4 8.7% 
Other 3 6.52% 

  
Working type 

Test case design 22 47.83% 
Manual testing 21 45.65% 
Automated testing 20 43.48% 
Test Management 9 19.57% 
Other 2 4.35% 

  
Testing field 

Mobile App Testing   
(Android) 

29 63.04% 
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Mobile Application Testing   
(ios) 

18 39.13% 

Web application testing 33 71.74% 
Cloud platform related   
testing 

8 17.39% 

Other 2 4.35% 
 

The 46 respondents in this survey have different companies, that is, the basic information of               

46 companies is collected. The basic situation of the company's industry, establishment time and scale               

are shown in Table 4.3. It can be seen from the table that the proportion of the company's industry                   

belonging to “Internet” and “traditional application software” is relatively large, with a total of over               

65%; the company's establishment time is “10 years or more”, and more than 70% of the company's                 

operations are stable. Therefore, our survey source is stable and the survey results are more reliable.                

The company's size distribution is relatively balanced. This is very beneficial to the research of our                

survey theme. 

 

Table 4.3: Basic information about the company 
Feature Number Percentage 

  
  
Company industry 

Traditional application  
software 

10 21.74% 

Internet 21 45.65% 
Industrial control and   
automation 

2 4.35% 

Financial insurance 6 13.04% 
Government agencies 2 4.35% 
Software Outsourcing 4 8.7% 
Other 1 2.17% 

  
When the company   
was founded 

0-1 year 6 13.04% 
1-3 years 2 4.35% 
3-5 years 4 8.7% 
5-10 years 8 17.39% 
More than 10 years 26 56.52% 

  
the size of the    
company 

Less than 50 people 5 10.87% 
50-100 people 11 23.91% 
100-500 people 7 15.22% 
500-1000 people 3 6.52% 
More than 1,000 people 20 43.48% 
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4.1 RQ1: How mobile applications are tested in the industry? 
 Table 4.4 Basic information of 14 literatures related to RQ1 
Title of literature  Author Published year  Research area Reference 

Usability testing of mobile    
applications: Web vs. hybrid    
apps 

P. Koziokas,  
N. Tselikas  
and G.  
Tselikis 

2017 Software 
usability  

[8] 

Mobile Application Testing: A    
Tutorial 

J. Gao 2014 Mobile 
Application 
Testing 

[10] 

Automated testing tools for    
mobile applications 
 

N. H. Saad   
and Awang  
Abu Bakar,  
Normi Sham 

2014 Automated 
testing 
 

[17] 

Problems and solutions in    
mobile application testing 

Samuel T,  
Pfahl D 

2016 Mobile 
applications, 
testing 

[22] 

Mobile application testing and    
challenges 

Nimbalkar R  
R 

2013 Mobile 
applications, 
testing 

[46] 

Mobile Application Testing –    
Challenges and Solution   
Approach through Automation 
 

Kirubakaran, 
B., and V.   
Karthikeyani 

2013 Kirubakaran, 
B., and V.   
Karthikeyani 

[47] 

Software testing of mobile    
applications: Challenges and   
future research directions. 

Muccini, 
Henry, 
Antonio Di  
Francesco, and  
Patrizio 
Esposito.  
 

2012 Mobile 
applications, 
testing 

[26] 

Mobile Application Testing in    
Pakistan 

MUHAMMA
D SAQIB  
NAW 
AZ, ZAFAR  
IQBAL, 
MUHAMMA
D 
IKRAMULLA
H LALI, AND 

2016 Mobile 
applications, 
testing 

[48] 
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RAZA UL  
MUSTAFA 
 

Mobile testing Haller, Klaus 2013 Mobile 
applications, 
testing 

[49] 

Vilkomir, Sergiy.  
"Multi-device coverage testing   
of mobile applications."   
Software Quality Journal 26.2    
(2018): 197-215. 

vilkomir
Sergiy 

2018 Mobile 
application, 
testing 

[50] 

A grey-box approach for    
automated GUI-model  
generation of mobile   
applications. 

Yang, Wei,  
Mukul R.  
Prasad, and  
Tao Xie. 

2013 Mobile 
Application, 
Testing 

[54] 

Testing cross-platform mobile   
app development frameworks   
(t). 

Boushehrineja
dmoradi, 
Nader, et al. 

2015  [55] 

Continuous, evolutionary and   
large-scale: A new perspective    
for automated mobile app    
testing. 

Linares-Vásqu
ez, Mario,  
Kevin Moran,  
and Denys  
Poshyvanyk. 

2017 Mobile 
Application, 
Testing 

[56] 

Mobile Testing-as-a-Service  
(MTaaS)--Infrastructures, 
Issues, Solutions and Needs. 

Gao, Jerry, et   
al. 

2014 Mobile 
Application, 
Testing 

[57] 

Effectiveness of multi-device   
testing mobile applications. 

Vilkomir, 
Sergiy, et al 

2015 Mobile 
Application, 
Testing 

[59] 

MobiGUITAR: Automated  
model-based testing of mobile    
apps. 

Amalfitano, 
Domenico 

2015 Mobile 
Application, 
Testing 

[60] 

Automated Pattern-Based  
Testing of Mobile Applications 

Coimbra 
Morgado, 
Ines, Ana C.   
R. Paiva, and   
Joao P. Faria. 

2014 Mobile 
Application, 
Testing 

[51] 

Using combinatorial  
approaches for testing mobile    
applications 

S. Vilkomir  
and B.  
Amstutz 

2014 Mobile 
Application, 
Testing 

[52] 
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Contextual fuzzing: automated   
mobile app testing under the     
dynamic device and   
environmental conditions. 

Liang, 
Chieh-Jan 
Mike, et al 

2013 Mobile 
Application, 
Testing 

[53] 

Table 4.4 

4.1.1 RQ 1.1: What are the popular test techniques and tools for mobile applications testing?  

4.1.1.1 literature review  
In the literature [47] 

The author believes that the following features of mobile software are different from             
traditional software: 

Connectivity, Convenience, Touch Screens, new programming language, resource constraints         
and Context-aware These aspects directly correspond to the following test methods: Functional            
testing, Security and Reliability testing; GUI testing; Usability and Performance testing; white box             
testing and black box testing; functional and performance monitoring testing; 

[61] Papers proposed Mobile function and behavior testing, QoStesting, interoperability          
testing, usability testing, and security testing. At the same time, the author proposed three test               
strategies: Device emulator, Mobile Cloud Computing Solutions and Real-TimeDevices with Real           
Networks. 

[48] Mobile Application Testing in Pakistan, the author found through the survey that in unit               
testing, integration testing, regression testing system testing, acceptance testing, security testing,           
performance testing, mobility testing, system testing is used The most frequent (25/56), and the least               
is the acceptance test (9/56). 

[49] Authors proposed the system testing and system integration test. The system integration             
test includes the interaction of the software backend with other servers. The author also introduced               
two new test types, device test and test in the wild. Device test is used to ensure that mobile                   
applications have the same performance on all mobile devices, ensuring software compatibility; and             
test in the wild means to test the software in a real-world scenario, which is a special exploratory test. 

[8] The authors propose that the use of simulated real-world scenarios is commonly used in               
enterprises to test the usability of mobile apps, that is, to simulate customers using mobile apps for                 
testing. The authors compared the usability tests of the two models based on qualitative and               
quantitative usability assessment criteria, namely the usability testing of the web application and the              
hybrid application model. 

[10] The authors propose a method for popular mobile application testing: 
• white-box and unit testing of mobile apps, 
• black-box and GUI testing of mobile apps, 
• validation of mobile app quality-of-service (QoS) requirements, 
• wireless network testing, 
• mobile usability testing, 
• mobile test automation frameworks. 

The authors suggest that the four popular mobile app testing processes that most companies              
now use based on the underlying client-server infrastructure are: 
Emulation-based testing, Device-based testing, Cloud testing, Crowd-based testing. 
The authors propose methods and processes for mobile application testing: 

Mobile app component testing: 
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 Black-box program,White-box program,Native API interactions 
 Mobile app function testing: 

Functions,GUI-based scenarios,Native gestures 
Mobile app QoS testing: 

Security,  Reliability , Performance , Availability 
Mobile app feature testing: 

Connectivity,Compatibility,Usability 
Mobile app service testing: 

Download & installation, Service security testing, Synchronization testing 
[10] The author lists several popular commercial and open source mobile testing tools. 
MITE,MonkeyTalk,seeTest Mobile, NeoLoad, SandStorm, MobileCloud, Sikuli, Calabash,       

eggPlant, MonkeyRunner, Robotium, Dollop, Selenium Android WebDriver, Appium,Selendroid 
[17] The author introduced some automated testing tools, including MobiGUITAR,          

MonkeyTalk, MonkeyRunner, and gray box testing. The authors introduced the most popular testing             
tools are Perfecto Mobile and Device Anywhere, Micro focus Silk Mobile (MFSM). Robotium is              
probably the most famous automated Android application testing tool. 

[22] The author introduces some popular mobile testing methods, GUI-based testing,           
Performance testing, Reliability testing, Compatibility, Usability and user testing, Security testing. 

[46] The author introduces popular mobile testing methods, Functional Testing, Laboratory           
Testing, Performance Testing, Memory Leakage Testing, Interrupt Testing, Usability Testing,          
Installation Testing, Certification Testing. 

Through the literature review, we summarize the commonly used test methods in mobile             
testing in literature. We will summarize them as follows. These test methods will not only help us                 
understand the types of software testing methods but also understand their advantages and             
disadvantages. Will help with our survey. 

Through the analysis of the literature, we found that in most of the literature, the black box                 
white box test is the basic test in the mobile application test, which will definitely be mentioned. By                  
reading the key documents, we found that mobile application testing, due to the particularity of mobile                
devices, including large differences in device size, is always in a mobile state, and has a high demand                  
for mobile networks, enabling integration testing, security testing, QoS testing, performance testing,            
etc. Becoming the focus of mobile app testing, these highlights are also different from ordinary               
software testing. 

Similarly, by reading the literature, we found that mobile application testing tools are also              
very different from common application testing tools. Since mobile applications are the world of              
Android and iOS systems, we have summarized a variety of testing tools dedicated to mobile testing                
in the literature. As shown below in Table 4.5 and Table 4.6. 

 
Table 4.5 Common testing techniques or methods identified from literature review  

  
ID 

Testing method Literature 

1 Black box testing [47][10][48][22][46][8][26] 

2 White box testing [47][10][48][22][46][8][49] 
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3 Unit testing [48][10][8][26][49] 

4 Integration testing [48][49][10][26] 

5 Acceptance [48][10] 

6 System testing [48][49][10][26] 

7 Regression testing [48][10] 

8 Security testing [47][61][48][10] 

9 Performance testing [47][48][10][22] 

10 Usability testing [47][61][8][10][26] 

11 GUI testing [47][10][22][8] 

12 Qos(Quality of service) testing [61][10] 

13 Connectivity testing [10][26] 

14 Functional testing [47] [61][10][47][46] 

15 Automated testing [10][48][47] 

  
 

Table 4.6 Common testing tools identified from the literature review  

ID Testing tools Introduction 

1 MITE This is an open source cross-platform automated testing framework. 

2 MonkeyTalk Monkeytalk is an open source testing software that supports testing on iOS,            
Android and virtual machines. 

3 seeTest A paid mobile app scripting tool that works across platforms. 

4 Mobile NeoLoad Load and performance testing for mobile application  

5 MonkeyRunner Automated script testing tools that are cross-platform. 

6 SandStorm Big data, mobile, cloud performance testing tool 

7 Mobile Cloud Cloud-based Devops testing tools 

8 Sikuli It is a tool that generates the graphical user interface (GUI) using the "visual              
image matching" approach. 

9 Calabash Calabash is a cross-platform automated testing framework. 
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10 Perfecto Mobile Through the remote service model, testers are provided with a full coverage of             
the usability testing of real mobile devices. 

11 Device Anywhere Provides the ability to plan, test, and monitor mobile apps and websites. 

12 Microfocus Silk  
Mobile MFSM  

Provide reliable, efficient test automation for native, web, and hybrid mobile           
applications. 

13 Robotium Robotium is a testing framework for writing powerful automated black box test            
cases for Android applications. 

 
4.1.1.2 Survey 

We got the data from the questions B12, B12.2, B13 of the questionnaire. In the questionnaire                
survey, according to the classification in the literature[63], we divided the mobile application test into               
six major categories in the first question of the questionnaire, these six categories can include most of                 
the test methods, namely white box test, black box test, manual test, automatic test, functional test and                 
performance testing. In the questionnaire, we found that the most widely mentioned large-scale             
classification tests, functional tests accounted for the highest proportion, functional tests are also the              
most basic tests, software tests have almost no way to avoid functional tests; white-box tests               
accounted for the least. Less than half of the companies use white-box testing. Through the analysis of                 
white-box testing, it is not difficult to find that white-box testing is less than the black-box testing, and                  
the number of test points that can be covered per unit of time is less. High requirements for testers. In                    
manual testing and automated testing, the proportion of manual testing is high, because it may be that                 
our investigators have a short working time (52% of practitioners have less than one year of                
experience), and the experience is not rich. As shown in Figure 4.3 below. 

Figure 4.3 
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Based on the content of the literature review and our own experience, we have summarized               
the mobile testing methods that are more commonly mentioned in the eight papers, namely unit               
testing, integration testing, acceptance testing, system testing, regression testing, security testing, GUI.            
Testing and usability testing. According to the statistics of our survey results, all the test methods                
occupy a considerable proportion in the actual work, and the proportion of the least used security test                 
and GUI test (often+always) also reached more than 50%. Only 4.35% of the 46 companies have                
never used this test method. Therefore, we believe that these mobile test methods are very versatile                
and practical methods both in the literature and in actual tests. 

Figure 4.4

 
 

The above Figure 4.4 shows the statistics on the frequency of the use of test methods in                 
mobile application testing. 

In question 13 of our survey, we present the test tools you use most often. The statistics are as                   
follows Figure: 4.5: 
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Figure: 4.5 

 
 

We can see from the histogram that the two mobile application test tools, MonkeyTalk and               
MonkeyRunner, have the most users, and the mobile test software in MITE has not been used in our                  
survey questionnaire. 
 

4.1.2 RQ1.2: What drives the choice of testing to use these techniques and tools? 

4.1.2.1 literature review  
[61] The author believes that because the application becomes more and more complex and              

the interaction is very cumbersome, the application must be robust and stable, so the author chose the                 
black box test and white for testing the mobile application. Box testing, QoS testing, interoperability               
testing, usability testing, and security testing. The author believes that these successful tests can make               
the program perform better. [8] The author mentioned in the paper that the practice of simulating users                 
is an irreplaceable test because it directly inputs how the real user uses the system. [10] The authors                  
mentioned that white-box testing is more comprehensive and the code coverage is higher. Black box               
testing is simpler and faster and is more conducive to testing software features. The author mentions                
that automated testing is faster than manual testing. It performs faster, has a shorter test cycle, is more                  
repeatable, and can be used repeatedly. [17] The authors suggest that using automated testing tools               
can help developers debug and publish applications faster, which can help avoid human error. 
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Based on these literatures, we summarize the reasons for using mobile application testing             
methods. The reason for using white box testing is to help software testers increase code coverage,                
provide code quality, and discover hidden problems in the code. The advantage of the black box test is                  
that it is simple and convenient, and it can easily test the function of the software. The reason for                   
using manual testing is low cost, easy to maintain test cases, and more flexible. The reason for using                  
automated testing is that the test is efficient, accurate, and repeatable. Based on these literatures, we                
designed a questionnaire about why testers chose these test methods, and collected data and analyzed               
them through questionnaires. 
4.1.2.2 Survey 

We analyzed the 46 questionnaires collected. We have compiled information about RQ1.2.            
We got the data from the questions B12.1, B13.1 of the questionnaire. We conduct statistics and                
analysis on why these software companies use these mobile testing methods and tools, and our               
answers are shown in the table below. 

In the table below (Table 4.7), we counted the reasons why respondents chose their test               
methods. The percentage indicates the proportion of people who chose this reason as a percentage of                
the total number of surveys. By analyzing the data in the graph we draw the following conclusions. 

Most of the respondents chose the white box test because the test method was easy to operate                 
(30.43%), the tester was highly skilled in the method (39.13%), and the test code coverage was high                 
(47.82%). . Most of the respondents chose the black box test because they chose the test method                 
(43.48%) according to the manager's requirements. The test method itself has a high maturity              
(34.78%), and the test method has a low cost (34.78%). The test is completed. The time spent is short                   
(34.78%). The reason why most respondents chose manual testing is that the test method (41.3%) is                
selected according to the manager's requirements. The test method is easy to operate (34.78%), and               
the tester is highly skilled in the method (34.78%). . The reason why most respondents chose to                 
automate the test was that the time taken to complete the test was short (41.3%), the test method was                   
easy to operate (39.13%), and the cost of the test method was low (39.13%). The reason why most                  
respondents chose the functional test is: the coverage of the tested code is high (45.65%), the test                 
method is selected according to the manager's requirements (34.78%), and different test methods are              
selected according to the characteristics of the mobile software (32.61%). ). The reason why most               
respondents chose the performance test was: the test method was selected according to the manager's               
requirements (32.61%), and different test methods (23.91%) were selected according to the            
characteristics of the mobile software. The time taken to complete the test was short (21.74%). ). 
 

          Table 4.7 Reason for choosing these test method 
  White box  

test 
Black box  
test 

Manual 
testing 

Automated 
testing 

Functional 
testing 

Performan
ce Testing 

Test method  
operation 
convenience 

14(30.43%) 14(30.43%
) 

16(34.78%) 18(39.13%
) 

8(17.39%) 4(8.7%) 

Cost of the test    
method 

6(13.04%) 16(34.78%
) 

14(30.43%) 18(39.13%
) 

8(17.39%) 8(17.39%) 
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The length of time    
it takes to   
complete the test 

9(19.57%) 16(34.78%
) 

8(17.39%) 19(41.3%) 12(26.09%) 10(21.74%
) 

The maturity of   
the test method   
itself 

5(10.87%) 16(34.78%
) 

12(26.09%) 16(34.78%
) 

13(28.26%) 9(19.57%) 

Tester's 
proficiency in  
method mastery 

18(39.13%) 15(32.61%
) 

16(34.78%) 16(34.78%
) 

14(30.43%) 10(21.74%
) 

Select test  
methods 
according to the   
requirements of  
the manager 

8(17.39%) 20(43.48%
) 

19(41.3%) 14(30.43%
) 

16(34.78%) 15(32.61%
) 

Choose different  
test methods  
based on the   
characteristics of  
mobile software 

6(13.04%) 15(32.61%
) 

15(32.61%) 10(21.74%
) 

15(32.61%) 11(23.91%
) 

Select test  
methods based on   
past test habits 

9(19.57%) 12(26.09%
) 

12(26.09%) 13(28.26%
) 

12(26.09%) 6(13.04%) 

High coverage of   
the code being   
tested 

22(47.82%) 11(23.91%
) 

15(32.61%) 12(26.09%
) 

21(45.65%) 12(26.09%
) 

Other 
respondents(pleas
e 
specify_________
____) 

0(07%) 0(0%) 0(0%) 0(0%) 0(0%) 0(0%) 

 
In the image below (Table 4.8), we counted the reasons why respondents chose their test               

basis. The percentage indicates the proportion of people who chose this reason as a percentage of the                 
total number of surveys. By analyzing the data in the graph we draw the following conclusions. 

No one filled out a new test tool. No one uses MITE. People who use MonkeyTalk believe                 
that the main advantage of this tool is cost a low fee and can be used on multiple platforms. Those                    
who use seeTest Mobile believe that the main advantage of this tool is that the Test tool operation and                   
the test take less time. People who use NeoLoad believe that the main advantage of this tool is that it                    
costs less, the test takes less time and can be used on multiple platforms. Those who use                 
MonkeyRunner believe that the main advantages of this tool are low cost, low time spent on testing,                 
high tool maturity and the ability to be used on multiple platforms. People who use SandStorm believe                 
that the main advantage of this tool is that it is simple and can be used on multiple platforms. Those                    
who use Mobile Cloud believe that the main advantage of this tool is its low cost and its ability to be                     
used on multiple platforms. People using Sikuli believe that the main advantage of this tool is its low                  
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cost and its ability to be used on multiple platforms. People who use Calabash believe that the main                  
advantages of this tool are low cost and high tool maturity. 

 
                                                     Table 4.8 Reason for choosing a test tool 
  MITE MonkeyTalk seeTest 

Mobile 
NeoLoad MonkeyRun

ner 
Test tool 
operation 

convenience 

0 
(0%) 

6 
(13.04%) 

10 
(21.74%) 

2 
(4.35%) 

4 
(8.7%) 

Test tool cost 0 
(0%) 

10 
(21.74%) 

6 
(13.04%) 

5 
(10.87%) 

12 
(26.09%) 

The length of 
time it takes to 
complete the 

test 

0 
(0%) 

3 
(6.52%) 

8 
(17.39%) 

5 
(10.87%) 

 9 
(19.57%) 

 

The maturity of 
the test tool 

itself 

0 
(0%) 

3 
(6.52%) 

4 
(8.7%) 

4 
(8.7%) 

 9 
(19.57%) 

 

Can be used on 
multiple 

platforms 

0 
(0%) 

10 
(21.74%) 

6 
(13.04%) 

5 
(10.87%) 

10 
(21.74%) 

Other (please 
specify 

____________
_) 

0 
(0%) 

0 
(0%) 

0 
(0%) 

0 
(0%) 

0 
(0%) 

  
  SandStorm 

  
Mobile Cloud 

  
Sikuli 

  
Calabash 

Test tool operation 
convenience 

9 
(19.56%) 

0 
(0%) 

8 
(17.39%) 

2 
(4.35%) 

Test tool cost 2 
(4.35%) 

2 
(4.35%)) 

14 
(30.43%)) 

10 
(21.74%) 
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The length of time it 
takes to complete 

the test 

4 
(8.7%) 

0 
(0%) 

4 
(8.7%) 

0 
(0%) 

The maturity of the 
test tool itself 

4 
(8.7%) 

0 
(0%) 

8 
(17.39%) 

12 
(26.09%) 

Can be used on 
multiple platforms 

8 
(17.39%) 

2 
(4.35%) 

10 
(21.74%) 

2 
(4.35%) 

Other (please 
specify 

_____________) 

0 
(0%) 

0 
(0%) 

0 
(0%) 

0 
(0%) 

 

4.2 RQ2: What are the challenges in mobile application         
testing in the industry? 

4.2.1 Literature review  

Table 4.9 

Title of literature  Author Published year  Research area Reference 

Automated testing tools for 
mobile applications 
 

N. H. Saad   
and Awang  
Abu Bakar,  
Normi Sham 

2014 Automated 
testing 
 

[17] 

Mobile Application Testing: A    
Tutorial 

J. Gao 2014 Mobile 
Application 
Testing 

[10] 

Problems and solutions in    
mobile application testing 

Samuel T,  
Pfahl D 

2016 Mobile 
applications, 
testing 

[22] 

Mobile application testing and    
challenges 

Nimbalkar R  
R 

2013 Mobile 
applications, 
testing 

[46] 

Mobile Application Testing –    
Challenges and Solution   
Approach through Automation 
 

Kirubakaran, 
B., and V.   
Karthikeyani 

2013 Kirubakaran, 
B., and V.   
Karthikeyani 

[47] 
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Software testing of mobile    
applications: Challenges and   
future research directions. 

Muccini, 
Henry, 
Antonio Di  
Francesco, and  
Patrizio 
Esposito.  
 

2012 Mobile 
applications, 
testing 

[26] 

Mobile Application Testing in    
Pakistan 

MUHAMMA
D SAQIB  
NAW 
AZ, ZAFAR  
IQBAL, 
MUHAMMA
D 
IKRAMULLA
H LALI, AND 
RAZA UL  
MUSTAFA 
 

2016 Mobile 
applications, 
testing 

[48] 

Mobile testing in the software     
industry using agile:   
Challenges and opportunities. 

Santos, 
Andreia, and  
Igor Correia 

2015 Mobile 
applications, 
testing 

[28] 

 
[10]The authors suggest that there are several major limitations to the tools that are currently popular                
in the enterprise. 
They lack a unified automation infrastructure to support mobile testing on different platforms and              
browsers. 
There are no tools to support large-scale concurrent mobile test operations for system scalability              
testing. 
There is a lack of standardized scripting solutions to support integration and interoperability between              
different tools. 
[10] The authors suggest that automated mobile application testing raises two issues: the lack of               
standardization of mobile test infrastructure, the lack of scripting languages, and the connection             
between mobile test tools and platforms; Lack of a unified test automation infrastructure and solution,               
lacking cross-platform and browsers on most mobile devices. 
[17] The authors suggest that different types of tests may require different types of methods or tools to                  
implement mobile testing and that testers need to master multiple testing tools to become a challenge. 
[22] The author's research concluded that most companies believe that fragmentation - many different              
hardware, screen sizes, and operating system versions - are major challenges for mobile testing. 
[46] The authors propose that the main challenge of mobile application testing is the diversity of                
mobile devices, multiple operating systems in the mobile domain, and platform testing is complex and               
challenging. 
[28] The authors suggest that the emergence of mobile devices introduces a number of issues that                
should be considered when developing these applications: cellular environment, connectivity, screen           
size, display resolution, capacity, power limiting processing, and data access methods. 
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[47]Mobile Application Testing – Challenges and Solution Approach through Automation 
The author believes that one of the challenges of mobile application testing is the cost of testing. Due                  
to the complexity of mobile application development, frequent changes, and a large amount of testing               
required, it is generally believed that their testing costs need to be reduced, but how to reduce costs                  
while testing is efficient. reliable. This puts requirements and challenges on automated testing. The              
second is that mobile devices are often in a mobile state. The changing environment places high                
demands on the performance, security, and reliability of mobile applications. This is also a huge               
challenge. Software testing of mobile applications: Challenges and future research directions argue            
that there are challenges in testing options and test execution during the testing process. In the GUI                 
test, how to test whether the correct application content is displayed on different devices is an                
automated test challenge. 
[48] Mobile Application Testing in Pakistan The author did not mention too much about the               
challenge, but the author believes that a variety of device sizes and different device operating systems                
will pose challenges for mobile application testing. 
 

4.2.2 Survey 

We got the data from the questions B15, B16 of the questionnaire. we received many answers. 
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Figure 4.6 

From the raw data above(Figure 4.6), we have obtained the following conclusions.In terms of              
test technology, we received the following feedback: 
1. Due to various model configurations and different screen sizes, it is difficult for mobile software to                 
match all models. This puts high demands on software testing, which requires mobile application              
testers to detect different models as much as possible. Configure the running status of the software. 
2. There are many factors to consider in mobile application testing. For environmental awareness              
issues, including wireless data connection, user access to internal permissions of the mobile phone,              
how to ensure the impact of the mobile phone network on the mobile application experience. 
3. In order to occupy the market, the company will launch mobile applications based on different                
operating systems, which requires testers to master the use of different test methods and test tools                
under various platforms, which provides testers with the ability to learn and master the tools. A very                 
high demand. 
4. Manual testing is difficult. There are many programs that require testers to perform manual tests,                
but manual tests are highly technically demanding for testers, and testers cannot guarantee the quality               
of the tests. 
5. There are too many test methods and tools. Testers need to master the use of different test methods                   
and test tools under various platforms, which is an important challenge for testers. 
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6. The challenge for the company is that different mobile app types correspond to different test                
methods. The mobile app may be a native app, a web app, or a hybrid app. Because of the differences                    
in the implementation of each app, the way each app is tested is different. 

 
Figure 4.7 

From the raw data above(Figure 4.7), we have obtained the following conclusions. We             
received the following feedback on challenges such as budget, experience, external environmental            
factors such as human resources: 
1 The mobile application testing component is not valued, lacking human and financial support,              
resulting in slow testing. 
2 As a mobile tester, team coordination is not good, and I don't know how to work together, resulting                   
in a waste of resources. 
3 The team is not motivated and slow to do things. 
4 No experience in mobile application testing, unfamiliar with mobile application testing, including             
testing processes and the use of testing tools and methods. 
 

4.3 RQ3: How does the company solve these challenges? 
 We set up a survey on RQ3 in the questionnaire and counted questionnaires from 46 different                
software companies. We got the data from the questions B17 of the questionnaire. Based on the                
respondents' responses, we summarized how the software company solved the challenge. 
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From the raw data above(Figure 4.6), we have obtained the following conclusions. In terms of               
test technology, we have summarized the solutions to the challenges, which are based on the               
conclusions of the survey. For an introduction to the challenge, please see 4.2 RQ2. Our conclusion is                 
shown below (Table 4.10) 
 
 
 

 
Table 4.10 Testing technology challenges 

Challenges  Solution  Questionnaire 

1. Model configuration,   
different screen sizes   
make it difficult for    
mobile software to   
match all models. 

1. If the demand for mobile testing       
is huge and frequent, building a      
mobile test lab is a good choice. Of        
course, you can also look for an       
external test lab. 
 

Questionnaire(2),Questionnaire(10)
, 

2. Use the cloud mobile test      
solution. For example MobileLabs,    
XamarinTest Cloud, SauceLabs. 

Questionnaire(2),Questionnaire(10)
,Questionnaire(46), 

2. Questions about   
environmental 
awareness. 

1. You can use the In-the-wild test       
method. 
 

Questionnaire(5), 

2. Increase the proportion of     
usability testing. 
 

Questionnaire(5),Questionnaire(30)
, 

3. Use customer-based real-world    
perception testing. 
 

Questionnaire(3),Questionnaire(5),
Questionnaire(30),Questionnaire(4
6), 

4. Use the emulator and simulator. Questionnaire(2),Questionnaire(3),
Questionnaire(23),Questionnaire(3
0),Questionnaire(46), 

3. Mobile application   
problems with multiple   
platforms and multiple   
operating systems. 

1. Use cross-platform automated    
test software. For example:    
Robotium, Appium, Calabash. 
 

Questionnaire(23), 

2. Use cloud mobile testing. Questionnaire(2),Questionnaire(10)
,Questionnaire(46), 

4. Manual testing is    
difficult. 

Train testers and train testers using      
simple automated test techniques. 

Questionnaire(4), 
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5. There are too many     
test methods and tools. 

Enhance employee training and use     
automated testing. 

Questionnaire(16), 

6. Different mobile app    
types correspond to   
different test methods.  

Use some testing tools to test      
different types of apps, such as      
MonkeyTalk. 

Questionnaire(28), 

 
From the raw data above(Figure 4.7), we have obtained the following conclusions. In the face               

of external environmental factors (such as budget, experience, human resources) challenges, we have             
statistically analyzed and analyzed the solutions to the challenges, which is the approach taken by the                
46 software companies we surveyed to address the challenges. For an introduction to the challenge,               
please see 4.2 RQ2. Our conclusion is shown below (Table 4.11). 
 

Table 4.11 environmental factors challenges 

Challenges  Solution  Questionnaire 

1. Lack of human    
resources and financial   
support. 

1.Financial support, telling   
managers the importance of    
software testing 

Questionnaire(3)Questionnaire(7) 
Questionnaire(16) 

2. Cultivate software testers. Questionnaire(1) Questionnaire(7) 
Questionnaire(16) 

3. Use automated test scripts. Questionnaire(1)Questionnaire(17) 

2. Team coordination is    
not good, lack of    
teamwork. 

1. Need a manager. Questionnaire(15)Questionnaire(23) 

2. Cultivate the test team manager. Questionnaire(15)Questionnaire(23) 

3. The team is not     
motivated and slow to    
do things. 

1. The company mobilizes    
employee enthusiasm, for example,    
bonuses, salary. 

Questionnaire(46) 

4. Lack of testing    
experience and lack of    
experience in using test    
methods and tools. 

1. The software company trains     
employees. 
2. Use simple automated testing     
tools. 

Questionnaire(10)  
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5 LIMITATION AND VALIDITY 

5.1 Limitations  
● In terms of convenience and smooth communication, most of the questionnaires we send and              

recycle come from China. Although China's software industry is developing rapidly, its scale             
is huge and its software quality is high, China's mobile software industry still has many               
shortcomings and irregularities. Therefore, the limited sample selection may result in the test             
results not being universal but still can explain some software industry information. 

● Our questionnaire question setting occasionally has a bad setting. For example, if we set               
three options, if the respondent's option does not appear in the title, he can choose to add the                  
option himself, but in reality, we found even if There are no options in the options that match                  
the answer, and the respondents will not add the correct options themselves, which is biased               
towards the accuracy of our questionnaire. 

5.2 Validity  

We will discuss some of the threats to effectiveness in our research and try to use some                 
actions to address them. We will analyze both internal effectiveness and external effectiveness and              
discuss our solutions. 

Internal validity is the degree of certainty between the dependent variable and the independent              
variable and is the authenticity of the experimental conclusion. In our research, because of the               
research methods we use, our internal effectiveness threat is whether the data we collect is accurate                
and whether our analysis is correct. Because of our lack of work experience and limited expertise, the                 
ability to accurately collect data from our surveys is our greatest internal validity. The measure we                
take is that, first of all, we need to read a lot of literature, understand the knowledge of mobile                   
application testing, and supplement our expertise. Then we discussed with the instructor and selected              
better investigation questions. We also contacted experienced testers in the company to help us              
modify the questionnaire in order to make our questionnaire more accurate. When stats and analyzes               
data, we carefully investigate the problem and prevent data errors. In the analysis stage, we use tables                 
to collect data, which is more accurate and clear. 

External validity refers to the representativeness or universality of the research results.            
Specifically, it refers to whether the research results can be promoted. In our study, external validity                
refers to the accuracy of the selection of the sample being investigated. Because we need to find                 
people who are engaged in mobile application testing as a sample of our survey. We don't understand                 
their professional level and work experience, and whether they seriously answer our questionnaire is              
also a threat to the effectiveness of our research. Our measure is to understand the basic situation of                  
the respondents before sending the questionnaire, and then start to say hello to the respondents in the                 
questionnaire, so that they can answer the questions more patiently. 
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6 DISCUSSION 

 
This section discusses the literature review and the results of the survey. We compared the               

results of the questionnaire with the results of the literature review and tried to validate the                
conclusions in the literature. In Part 4, we used the literature review method and the survey method to                  
answer our research questions. We learned about mobile application testing through literature review             
and answered some of the research questions, such as test methods and tools for mobile applications,                
why they are used, and software companies that have encountered testing challenges. And the              
literature review method is the basis of the investigation method, which paves the way for us to design                  
the questionnaire. We obtained the relevant data of the software company through the questionnaire              
survey method. We conducted quantitative analysis and qualitative analysis of the data. The following              
is our discussion on the research questions. 

This article wants to study the practice of mobile application testing in the industry. By               
reading related papers, we found that a considerable number of papers on mobile software testing               
focused on before 2012, mobile software testing, technology, new software testing methods, software             
testing tools, software testing challenges, and so on. We want to summarize the latest mobile software                
testing related literature, so we have selected the relevant literature after 2012, so when we answer our                 
RQ1 and RQ2, we can learn the latest software testing methods, software testing tools, use The                
reasons for these tooling methods and the challenges of mobile software testing aggregation; on the               
other hand, we are trying to understand the actual situation of mobile software testing in the industry.                 
In our survey, we found that a large number of articles on the field of mobile software testing focus on                    
summarizing the relevant test methods and testing tools, using words to describe their pros and cons,                
but few actual research to examine them in practice. In the industrial environment, we tried to find out                  
the application and understanding of mobile software testing related fields in the company through              
questionnaires. 

Our research sample is 46 software companies, and these software companies have developed             
mobile applications. The 46 companies we surveyed cannot represent all software companies, but we              
can learn about the testing practices of software companies through 46 questionnaires. Our research is               
to explore these software companies' mobile app testing. Through background checks, we found that              
most of the subjects were undergraduate or above, but the work experience was 1 to 3 years. This                  
makes our research limited because testee's work experience is insufficient. We also found that most               
of the software companies being tested were established for more than 10 years, and more than 70%                 
of the companies had a stable business. Therefore, our survey source is stable and the survey results                 
are more reliable. The company's founding time is long, the company has more experience in the field                 
of mobile testing, and our findings are more valuable. 

For RQ1.1, we sorted and analyzed the literature. According to the classification of software              
tests in [63], we divided the software testing methods into six categories. The white box test, black                 
box test, manual test, automatic test, functional test, and performance testing. These six categories can               
include most of the test methods. Then we found that in the mobile application test method, more than                  
6 of the 20 key papers (Table 4.5) mentioned black box test, functional test, manual test, and                 
automated test. In our investigation, we found that black Box testing, functional testing, and manual               
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testing were the most used, both exceeding 75 percent. These two results are very similar and can be                  
said to validate research in industry and papers. 

According to [10][17][67][26][68], the author lists several popular commercial and open           
source mobile testing tools. We have learned about MITE, MonkeyTalk, seeTest Mobile, NeoLoad,             
MonkeyRunner, SandStorm, Mobile Cloud. , Sikuli, Calabash these test tools are used in business.              
Among the four papers, MonkeyTalk, MonkeyRunner, and SeeTest Mobile are mentioned, three of             
which mention Sikuli, Calabash. MonkeyTalk is a popular test method [26]. MonkeyTalk uses the              
most people in our survey. MonkeyRunner, seeTest, Mobile, Sikuli, and Calabash also use a lot of                
people. The number of people using NeoLoad and Mobile Cloud is small, and MITE is not used. Our                  
survey is very similar to the author's conclusions, indicating that some of the papers were validated in                 
the survey. In [68], the author compares the popularity of these tools by using search results clicks                 
from well-known online communities on a programmer named Stack Overflow. The results show that              
Calabash has a high usage rate, and in our study, Calabash About 32% of people use it, which means                   
that many people are using this tool, so we have also proved this conclusion in [68]. 

For RQ1.2, our research focuses on why testers choose these test methods and tools. In other                
words, what are the advantages of these test methods and tools? Based on the literature review, we                 
learned about the advantages of white box testing, black box testing, manual testing, automated              
testing, and functional testing. Then we put it in the questionnaire. 

We first analyze the three methods used in these samples (black box test, functional test, and                
manual test): We found that the reason for the widespread use of black box test is high maturity, low                   
test cost and short time; The reason for functional testing is irreplaceability and high code coverage.                
The advantages of manual testing are low cost and convenience. This is basically consistent with the                
conclusions in the literature. However, we found that the percentage of automated testing used was               
only 50%, which means that in these companies, manual testing is more suitable for these companies                
due to cost, employee experience, and technical reasons. Based on the survey results, we found that                
the respondents chose the test method to pay more attention to the tester's proficiency in the method,                 
and selected the test method and high code coverage according to the manager's requirements. This               
means that the tester will choose the method that he is familiar with and the method that the manager                   
requires when choosing a method, rather than considering cost and time. Regarding the testing tools,               
we found that the most selected tools (MonkeyTalk, MonkeyRunner, Calabash) have some common             
advantages, high tool maturity, low cost, easy to use, and we have found that these tools are open                  
source testing tools. And they can be used across platforms (Linux, Windows, Mac, Android OS,               
iOS).In [10] [68] mentioned that open source automated testing tools are used in software companies,               
and cross-platform testing tools are more convenient to use. Our research confirms that these              
advantages are important for testing tools. 

For RQ2, we first analyzed the challenges in the eight key papers. Through the challenges in                
the key papers, we divided the challenge of mobile software testing into two parts: the challenge of                 
mobile software testing technology itself and the external environment caused by mobile software             
testing. The challenge. 

Through the extraction of raw data, we find that the challenges of mobile software testing               
itself are concentrated in two aspects. One is the diversity of mobile software devices. This diversity is                 
manifested in the external performance of mobile devices, such as mobile. The resolution of the               
device is different, the size of the screen is different; on the other hand, the internals of the mobile                   
device is different. For example, the mobile device uses different operating systems, and mobile              
software is written in different programming languages. The second is about the environment             
perception of mobile devices. Because of its mobile nature, mobile software devices need to be part of                 
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the test around mobile network signals, GPS, NFC, etc., such as signal changes from outside to the                 
subway station. The impact of mobile apps. The challenges of these two parts are caused by the                 
characteristics of the mobile application carrier. Due to their mobility and diversity, mobile devices              
are bound to bring different software testing challenges due to different mobile application testing and               
traditional software testing. 

The lack of human resources and financial support in the challenges of the external              
environment, the problem of cooperation between teams and the lack of experience of testers are               
major challenges for mobile software testing. Combined with our test background, since most of our               
surveys focus on one to three years of work experience, lack of experience and relatively low salary                 
are very reasonable, and teamwork issues need to be improved wherever they are. Maybe 1 to 3 years                  
of work experience will have some limitations on the results here, but I don't think this result is not                   
informative. From the answers to the questionnaires filled out by the testers, we can see that the testers                  
are in the company we surveyed. The degree of attention is still not enough. Testers often want to                  
have a good manager, want to be trained and a reasonable salary, but the company has a cold attitude                   
towards testers. Compared with testers, companies tend to value developers more. And the company's              
lack of attention to testers often leads to an insufficient motivation for testers and slow progress.                
These are the problems and challenges faced in mobile software testing. I believe that there will be a                  
current status of mobile software testing.  

Two aspects of our investigation are mentioned in related work. Many of the questions raised 
by the testers in the questionnaire can be combined with the conclusions in this paper [69]. The most 
serious challenges facing mobile software testing are: 1. The important factors that need to be 
considered in mobile software testing. 2. The diversity of software and hardware in mobile devices is 
one of the main challenges in mobile software testing. The author's suggestions, such as addressing 
compatibility and performance issues, coincide with the answers we collected. 

In the paper [70], the author believes that the challenges faced by mobile software testing are: 
First, the level of management of testers is not high. From the perspective of the author in the 
industry, the mobile software testing industry lacks advanced management ideas. Second, the authors 
believe that mobile software testing lacks sufficient technical support. Although the mobile Internet 
software industry is developing rapidly, the author believes that the field of mobile software testing is 
slow, and there are no good solutions in many test areas such as security and compatibility. Finally, 
the author believes that the tester's skill level is low. Testers do not have sufficient technical level to 
ensure the perfection of the test. Our results from the questionnaire survey just happened to be the 
specification of the challenge proposed by the author. Our results reflect the challenges of mobile 
software testing from external factors such as human resources, teamwork, financial support and other 
technique factors such as hardware and software diversity in mobile software testing. Overall, our 
results validate the conclusions in the relevant papers from an industrial perspective and describe the 
details. 

For RQ3, we summarize and analyze software company solutions for technology-based and            
environmental-based challenges. Please refer to section 4.3 for the specific solution. We found some              
similarities and differences between the challenges of mobile software testing and traditional software             
testing. Most of the challenges of traditional software testing come from different stakeholders, such              
as testers, managers, and customers. Or from cost, team structure, human resources. But the              
challenges of mobile software testing focus on mobile devices, operating systems, platforms, and             
environmental changes. Regarding the solution, many respondents mentioned the technology of cloud            
testing. Through learning, we learned that this is a new technology, but it has a broad prospect                 
because cloud testing has low cost, accurate testing, and is suitable for a variety of devices. The                 
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characteristics of the test. The technology that most companies use today is the use of simulators and                 
simulation equipment. The benefits of this approach are low cost, and the disadvantage is that they                
cannot completely replace real equipment testing. 
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7 CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 

7.1 Conclusion 
The software industry is booming now, and emerging technologies are emerging, and mobile             

software represents the present and the future. In order to ensure the quality of mobile software,                
mobile application testing technology is getting more and more attention from development testers. So              
when we read a lot of literature and mastered some theoretical foundations, we combined the actual                
survey data results with the literature through the form of questionnaires and wanted to get a new                 
mobile application test report. This mobile application test report contains Test methods, test             
techniques, test tools, and challenges and solutions for mobile application testing. We answered our              
proposed RQ from 46 questionnaires collected and from reading hundreds of documents. 

In RQ1, we read a large number of documents, summed up the popular mobile application               
testing techniques and tools, and based on this, draw survey questionnaires, investigate and verify              
common testing techniques and tools in the actual industry. We found that in large categories,               
functional testing, black box testing, and manual testing are still the most commonly used test               
methods in our research; in specific test methods, the common proportion of security testing and GUI                
testing (often+always) It has reached more than 50% and has occupied the mainstream. Monkeytalk              
and MonkeyRunner are the most popular mobile app testing tools for tool selection. In the               
investigation of the reasons for selecting these technologies and tools, we found that the popularity of                
the test black box test was due to the high maturity of the black box test (34.78%), and the time                    
required to complete the test was short (34.78%), and the reason for selecting the functional test was                 
The coverage of the test code is high (46.65%). The reason for choosing a tool is because the test tool                    
is mature, the cost is low, and the test time is short. 

In RQ2, the question in our questionnaire "What do you think is the biggest challenge for                
mobile application testing?" We collect answers in two ways. On the one hand, testing technology is                
due to the diversity of mobile devices and mobile device testing. External factors such as signals,                
wireless data connection methods, and technical barriers to multi-platform mobile applications. On the             
other hand, due to external budget management and other reasons, the test team's enthusiasm is not                
high, and the lack of testing experience in the field of mobile application testing is a challenge in                  
mobile application testing. 

In RQ3, we responded to the questions raised in RQ2 in combination with the company's               
actual operational response and the solutions mentioned in the literature. 
Through this questionnaire survey and literature review methods, we have a deeper understanding of              
the field of mobile application testing and found that the technologies, methods, and tools mentioned               
in the literature are not much different from the actual applications in the industry, but also slightly                 
There are different. This practice makes us more convinced that the theoretical needs of the literature                
are combined with the practices in actual production, in order to allow the theory to promote the                 
development of industry, and in turn, to make the industry more perfect theoretical research. 

I think our contribution is to validate and improve the use of technical methods and tools in                 
the literature, summarizing the newer literature review. The questionnaire survey has a certain             
reference value for the research of the latecomers. 
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I think our contribution is to validate and improve the use of technical methods and tools in                 
the literature, summarizing the newer literature review. Questionnaire survey has a certain reference             
value for the research of latecomers. 

The 46 companies we surveyed cannot represent all software companies, but we can learn              
about the testing practices of software companies through 46 questionnaires. Our research is to              
explore these software companies about mobile app testing. 
● We provided some data and analysis results from 46 companies to researchers who wish to               

study mobile test related fields. 
● In addition, our research can help practitioners/testers understand the methods and tools of             

mobile app testing and understand why they are used in the company. 
● Practitioners can also use the data we collect to avoid possible challenges in the company and                

then find the best way to prevent and resolve test problems. The 46 companies we surveyed                
cannot represent all software companies, but we can learn about the testing practices of              
software companies through 46 questionnaires. Our research is to explore these software            
companies about mobile app testing. 

● We provided some data and analysis results from 46 companies to researchers who wish to               
study mobile test related fields. 

● In addition, our research can help practitioners/testers understand the methods and tools of             
mobile app testing and understand why they are used in the company. 

● Practitioners can also use the data we collect to avoid possible challenges in the company and                
then find the best way to prevent and resolve test problems. 

 

7.2 Future work  
● In this study, only 46 software companies sent questionnaires and conducted research. In the              

future, we will send questionnaires to more companies, so the more data collected, the more               
reliable the conclusions are. 

● This research focuses on methods and tools for mobile testing. In the future, we will not only                 
continue to research methods and tools but will also conduct research on test processes and               
test teams. 

● In the future, we want to investigate the impact of software company size on test methods and                 
tools. We need to investigate large, medium, small, and three-scale companies and study their              
testing methods. The conclusions drawn help testers select test methods and tools that are              
appropriate for their company size. 
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Appendix B: Survey Questions  

                        Mobile Software Test Questionnaire 
Dear Sir/Madam: 
Hello! We are a student at BTH in Sweden. We are currently working on a thesis design titled                  
“Testing of mobile applications. A review of industry practices”. In order to understand the mobile               
software testing of the Mobile Software Development Corporation, we are studying the development             
status of mobile software testing. I would like to know the following related content, I hope you can                  
help us complete this survey. This survey is only used for our research and analysis. It is not for other                    
commercial purposes, and the information involved is absolutely confidential. I hope to get your              
support, thank you! 
 
                                  A respondent background section 
A1 What is your academic qualification? 
1. High school and below 
2. Specialist 
3. Undergraduate 
4. Master's degree 
5. Doctoral students and above 
 
A2 What is your highest education major? 
1. Software related majors 
2. Computer majors other than software majors 
3. Electronic communication major 
4. Other 
 
A3 Which channel did you initially enter the software testing field? 
1. Graduation directly engaged in testing work 
2. From development to test 
3. Change from other industries 
4. Engage in testing after training 
 
A4 How long have you been working on software testing? 
1. <1 year 
2. 1-3 years 
3. 3-5 years 
4. 5-10 years 
5. More than 10 years 
 
A5 What is your current position in the company? 
1. Primary / Assistant Test Engineer 
2. Senior Test Engineer 
3. Test department manager 
4. Other (please specify) ____ 
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A6 What type of test work are you currently working on? (multiple choice) 
1. Test case design 
2. Manual testing 
3. Automated testing 
4. Test Management 
5. Other (please specify) ____ 
 
A7 What area of Testing are you currently working on? (multiple choice) 
1. Mobile App Testing (Android) 
2. Mobile Application Testing (ios) 
3.Web application testing 
4. Cloud platform related testing 
5. Other (please specify) ____ 
 

B Technical background 
B1 What industry does your company belong to? 
1. Traditional application software 
2. Internet 
3. Industrial control and automation 
4. Financial insurance 
5. Government agencies 
6. Software outsourcing 
7. Other (please specify) ____ 
 
B2 How long has your company been established? 
0-1 year 
2. 1-3 years 
3. 3-5 years 
4. 5-10 years 
5. More than 10 years 
 
B3 What is the size of your company? 
1. Less than 50 people 
2. 50-100 people 
3. 100-500 people 
4. 500-1000 people 
5. More than 1,000 people 
 
B4 Does your company have an independent mobile software department? 
1. YES 
2. No 
 
B5 What is the size of your company's mobile software developer? 
1. No 
2. 1-10 people 
3. 10-50 people 
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4. 50-100 people 
5. More than 100 people 
 
B6 What is the development language used by your company's mobile software development?             
(multiple choice) 
1.Java 
2.C language 
3.Python 
4.C++ 
5.VB.NET 
6.C# 
7.JavaScript 
8.PHP 
(from leaderboard) 
 
B7 Does your company have an independent mobile software testing department? 
1. YES 
2. No 
 
B8 What is the size of your company's mobile software testers? 
1. No 
2. 1-10 people 
3. 10-50 people 
4. 50-100 people 
5. More than 100 people 
 
B9 When is your company's mobile software testing generally performed during the project cycle? 
1. Early software development 
2. Mid-term software development 
3. The end of software development 
4. Test every period 
 
B10 What is the proportion of mobile software testing in your company's entire project cycle? 
1. About 1/2 
2. About 1/3 
3. About 1/4 
4. Very few 
 
B11 What is the test language used by your company's mobile software testing? (multiple choice) 
1.Java 
2.Python 
3.Ruby 
4.Other 
 
B11.1 What factors do you think your company is considering when testing a test language? (multiple                
choice) 
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1. The maturity of the language itself 
2. Language and project matching 
3. Tester's proficiency in language mastery 
4. Follow the trend of companies in the same field to choose test language 
5 other (please specify) _______________ 
 
B12 What are the mobile software testing methods that your company often uses? (multiple choice) 
1. White box test or 2. Black box test 
3. Manual testing or 4. Automated testing 
5. Functional testing or 6. Non-functional testing 
7. Other 
 
B12.1 Please evaluate the reasons why your company chooses the test method. (Please judge the               
following description based on your knowledge of the company. The unused test methods are not               
evaluated.) 
  White 

box test 
Black 
box test 

Manual 
testing 

Automat
ed testing 

Function
al testing 

Performa
nce 
Testing 

Test method  
operation 
convenience 

            

Cost of test method             

The length of time it     
takes to complete   
the test 

            

Maturity of the test    
method itself 

            

Tester's proficiency  
in method mastery 

            

Select test methods   
according to the   
requirements of the   
manager 

            

Choose different test   
methods based on   
the characteristics of   
mobile software 
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Select test methods   
based on past test    
habits 

            

High coverage of the    
code being tested 

            

Other (please  
specify___________
__) 

           

 
 
B12.2 Please evaluate the frequency at which your company chooses the test method. (Please judge               
the following description based on your knowledge of the company. The unused test methods are not                
evaluated.) 
 

  unit test Integration 
Testing 

Acceptance 
Test 

System test Regression 
Testing 

Safety 
test 

  GUI Test Usability  
testing 

always               

often                 

sometimes                 

never                

 
B13 What are the mobile software testing tools that your company often uses? (eg MonkeyRunner, UI                
automator) (multiple choice) 
 
 Test tools MITE MonkeyTa

lk 
seeTest 
Mobile 

NeoLoad MonkeyRunner 

      

 
 
 Test tools SandStor

m 
  

Mobile 
Cloud 
  

Sikuli 
  

Calabash Other (please  
specify______) 

      

 
B13.1 Please evaluate the reasons for your company's choice of testing tools. (Please judge the               
following description based on your knowledge of the company. The unused test tools are not               
evaluated.) 
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  MITE MonkeyTalk seeTest 
Mobile 

NeoLoad MonkeyRunner 

Test tool  
operation 
convenience 

          

Test tool cost           

The length of   
time it takes to    
complete the  
test 

          

Maturity of the   
test tool itself 

          

Can be used on     
multiple 
platforms 

          

Other (please  
specify 
_____________
) 

          

  
  SandStorm 

  
Mobile 
Cloud 
  

Sikuli 
  

Calabash Other (please  
specify______) 

Test tool operation   
convenience 

          

Test tool cost           

The length of time    
it takes to   
complete the test 

          

Maturity of the   
test tool itself 
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Can be used on    
multiple platforms 

          

Other (please  
specify 
_____________) 

         

 
B14 What do you think is the difference between mobile software testing and regular software               
testing?[open question] 
 
 
B15 What do you think is the biggest challenge for mobile software testing? [open question] 
1 Challenges from technical factors such as black box white box testing, manual automated testing,               
functional and non-functional testing 
2 or challenges such as budget, experience, human resource external environmental factors, etc. 
3 other 
______________________________________________________________________. 
B16 Please explain in detail what challenges have been encountered at various stages in the actual                
work of mobile software testing? [open question] 
______________________________________________________________________. 
 
B17 How did you and your company solve the above challenges? [open question] 
______________________________________________________________________. 
 
The investigation is over, thank you for your support and cooperation! 
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